
Tree Identification:
Introduction

by Emily Ferguson



• To communicate to each other 
about trees

• To learn more information about 
each tree

• To make informed decisions about 
the future of a tree or forest
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Common names
• Several different plant species 

might have the same common 
name
• Can be misleading

Plant Names
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Botanical Names
Binomial nomenclature:
• Genus (noun) – sometimes reflects organism’s 

relationship with other organisms
• specific epithet (adjective or possessive noun)
• Describes

• Geographic range
• Habitat
• Part of the plant
• Honor a person

Cornus florida L.
Traditionally: The classification of 
plants is based on how their 
reproductive parts (flowers) are 
structured!
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Mindset:
• Use all your senses
• Observation skills
• What to observe?
• How to observe?

• Lines of Evidence

Gadgets:
• Hand lens (10x)
• Binoculars
• Ruler
• Favorite field guide

Tools Needed for Tree ID
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What do we use to identify a Tree?
-A Dichotomous Key

• Dichotomous means "having two equal parts". 
• A key is a tool used to identify organisms. 
• A dichotomous key provides a series of choices between two related 

characteristics. 
• Each pair of choices is known as a couplet. 
• Making the correct choice each time will ultimately lead to the name 

of the organism or in this case tree.
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hooves  
or paws

legs

stripes or 
no stripes

horns or 
no horns  

stripes or 
no stripes  

• should be easy to recognize 
• feature obvious on all specimens
• the more quantitative the better
• questions are key specific
• questions may be repeated 7

2
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Example
Dichotomous key



Selecting the right Tree for ID

• Size: Select a tree that is at least 15-20 feet high when fully mature.
• Stem: Trees have one single woody stem that is the predominant support of the 

plant’s structure. This is known as its trunk.
• Diameter: A tree’s stem or trunk should be a minimum of 3-inch diameter at 4.5 

feet above ground. The stem then has a full crown of foliage at the top.
• Perennial: Unlike certain shrubs or other plants, trees are present-year round.

“If you can walk under it, it’s a tree; if you have to walk around 
it, it’s a shrub.” – David Sibley
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branches top foliage (leaves)

branch

twig

crown

bole

radicle

root hair 
zone

taproot

branch

trunk

lateral 
roots

Percentage Parts of the tree

5% Leaves

15% Branches, stems, & buds

60% Trunk

20% Roots
U.S. Forest Service; Jun 03, 2019

Parts of a Tree
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General Rule of Thumb



Characteristics
What characteristics are available for identification?

– Habitat
– Tree form
– Bark
– Twigs and buds (branching pattern)
– Persistent, conspicuous, or fallen fruit

– Leaves (shape, size, texture, color, arrangement, margins, 
lobes/sinuses)

– Flowers
– Fruit

Spring/
Summer/

Fall

Winter
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Habitat – Where is the tree growing?
Types of habitats:
• Wetlands
• Woodlands
• Open lands
• Rocky areas

Factors include:
• Availability of water
• Type of soil (geology)
• Temperature range
• Amount of sunlight
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The shape of a tree 
can often help with 
identification.

Tree Forms
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Smooth Shaggy Platy Blocky Ridged/Furrowed

Ropey/Strongly 
Furrowed

Warty Diamond Exfoliating/
Peeling

Fibrous/
shreddy

Lenticels

Bark
Bark is highly 
variable, depending 
on age and 
environmental 
conditions at the 
location.
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Branching Patterns
From the Common Native Trees of Virginia Tree 
Identification Guide:
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• M = Maple (Aceraceae)
• A = Ash (Oleaceae)

• Ash, lilac, Forsythia, privet
• D = Dogwood (Cornaceae)

• (except alternate leaf dogwood)
• Cap = Caprifoliaceae – honeysuckle 
• Ad = Adoxaceae – Viburnum, elderberry, 
• Horse = Hippocastanaceae

• Horse-chestnut , buckeye

For 

Opposites

Remember!

M A D Cap Ad Horse
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Alternate branching

Opposite branching

Arrangement of twigs, leaves, and buds
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Buds
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Persistent, Conspicuous, Fallen Fruit
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Leaves

Functions for the tree:
• Photosynthesis
• Offer shade and keep the air cool 
• Filter out dust and other particles
• Reduce the force of wind and slow rain fall

How many of these functions do we also appreciate?
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Leaves

• Broadleaf or other (scale or needle)
• Simple vs. Compound
• Leaf characteristics
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§size (location of leaf on the tree)
§shape (tips and bases)
§margins
§sinuses  
§vein network 

§length of petiole (stem)
§texture (smooth , hairy)
§thorns
§symmetry
§colour (top and bottom)



Dichotomous Key (revisited)

Broad or flat leaves , generally refer to 
Angiosperms from the Greek for 
“covered seed”

Needle-like or 
scale-like leaves, 
generally refers to -
Gymnosperms 
from the Greek for 
“naked seed” or 
conifer

From the Common Native Trees of Virginia Tree 
Identification Guide:

a. b.
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Conifer - Leaf-type Comparison

Blunt and flat
Scale & awl-like

From the Common Native Trees of Virginia Tree 
Identification Guide:
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Needles



Compound

Angiosperm – Leaf-types and terminology

http://www-saps.plantsci.cam.ac.uk/trees/images/simpcomp.gif 23
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Leaf type
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Swollen nodes

Axillary buds

From the Common Native Trees of 
Virginia Tree Identification Guide:



Leaf type

Simple

Compound

From the Common Native Trees of Virginia Tree 
Identification Guide:
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Leaf  - terminology

From the Common Native Trees of 
Virginia Tree Identification Guide:
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Leaf characteristics Leaf Margins
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Quercus sp.- Oak Types

White Oaks Red Oaks
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Northern Red Oak (Quercus rubra)

Southern Red Oak 
(Quercus falcata)

White Oak (Quercus alba)

Chestnut Oak 
(Quercus prinus)



Flowers
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Fruit Fruit
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1a. leaves broad........go to 2
1b. leaves needle-like......go to 3

2a. margin smooth..............persimmon
2b. margin toothed.....................elm

3a. cone woody and elongated...pine
3b. cone soft and round..............cedar

What Trees are these?
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How not to use the keys

• too many leaves look alike, (especially in drawings)

• follow the key and take care to note questions that could lead you 
in another direction

• not all the questions carry the same importance 
• needles vs. leaves, 
• alternate vs. opposite
• compound vs. simple

are the most important, almost no genera cross these group 
boundaries

When trying to ID a leaf it is tempting to start by flipping 
through the book, looking for leaf shapes that match

Bitternut Hickory

Green Ash 

Opposite, 
compound

Alternate, 
compoundStay on the path !
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Artificial Classification 
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pines
larches
hemlocks
spruce

cedars
junipers

alternate

opposite
simple

compound

compound

simple
opposite

ashes
buckeye
box elder
horse chestnut

maples
dogwood
catalpa

hickory
sumac 
locust 
pecan
walnut toothed

lobed

no lobes smooth

magnolias
redbud

sassafras
persimmon 

live & willow oak aspens
holly
beech 
cottonwoods
mulberry
willow
elms
cherry
birch
appleoaks

tulip
sycamore
sassafras

needles

scales

Tree ID Wheel
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Questions? 

If you have any questions, or 
wish to reproduce/distribute 
any contents of this 
presentation, please contact: 
emily.ferguson@gmail.com
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